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1. Introduction
A 'nitely presented monoid M is given through a 'nite alphabet , that is, a 'nite
set of generators, and a 'nite string-rewriting system S on , that is, a 'nite set of
de5ning relations. Although M is de'ned through a 'nite set of data, many algebraic
properties of M are undecidable in general. In fact, Markov established a large class of
properties of monoids, nowadays known as Markov properties, and proved that, if P
is such a property, then it is undecidable in general whether a given 'nitely presented
monoid has property P [19]. In his proof Markov uses a 'nitely presented monoid with
an undecidable word problem at a central point. It follows that his undecidability result
only applies to classes of monoids containing monoids with undecidable word problem.
Sattler-Klein [28] extended this result by showing that some Markov properties re-
main undecidable even for the class of 'nitely presented monoids with word prob-
lem decidable in polynomial time. Actually, for each recursively enumerable language
L, she constructs a family {Mw |w∈	∗} of 'nitely presented monoids satisfying the
following properties: each monoid Mw has word problem decidable in polynomial time;
Mw is trivial if w∈L; on the other hand, Mw is in'nite, non-commutative, non-free,
etc. if w =∈L. Later this construction was extended by showing that also the homotopi-
cal 'niteness condition FDT [23] and the homological 'niteness conditions left- and
right-FPn (n¿3) and left- and right-FP∞ are undecidable for this class of monoids [8].
In [13] the 'rst two authors improved upon Sattler-Klein’s result. They consider
the class Clin of all 'nitely presented monoids with word problem decidable in linear
time, and they present a construction that is uniform in that it applies to all linear
Markov properties. Here a property P of monoids is called a linear Markov property
if there are two monoids M1 and M2 in Clin such that M1 has property P, while M2
cannot be embedded into any monoid from Clin that has property P. It is shown in
[13] that all linear Markov properties are undecidable for the class Clin. This improves
upon Sattler-Klein’s result in three ways: the class of monoids considered is further
restricted by pushing the time bound for the word problem from polynomial time down
to linear time, the result is more general in that it covers all linear Markov properties,
and the given proof is uniform, while the construction of [28] has to be adjusted to
the particular Markov property considered.
Here we derive additional undecidability results for the class Clin by building upon
the construction of [13]. In fact, we derive two main results. The 'rst one shows
that all those properties are undecidable for the class Clin that imply the existence of
a context-free cross-section for the monoid considered. Examples of such properties
are the property of admitting a regular cross-section, the property of having a 'nite
convergent presentation, and the property of being automatic [9,11]. Observe that all
these properties are Markov properties, as each of them implies the solvability of the
word problem, but it is not known whether any of them is a linear Markov property.
This result (Theorem 3.1) is obtained by combining the construction of [13] with a
particular 'nitely presented example monoid that does not admit a context-free cross-
section. Actually this example monoid is taken from [22].
The second main result states that all those properties are undecidable for the class
Clin that imply the homological 'niteness condition left-FP3 (Theorem 4.1). Examples
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of such properties are the property left-FPn for all n¿3, the homological 'niteness
condition FHT, and the homotopical 'niteness condition FDT. It is not known whether
these properties are Markov properties. This result is obtained by combining the con-
struction of [13] with a 'nitely presented monoid considered by Lafont and ProutHe in
[17,18], and which is shown to be neither left- nor right-FP3 in [16].
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we de'ne the basic notions con-
cerning monoid presentations and string-rewriting systems in order to establish notation.
Further, we restate in short the main properties of the construction from [13] that our
proofs are based upon. In Section 3 we derive our 'rst main result concerning cross-
sections, and in Section 4 we introduce and discuss in short the various homological
and homotopical 'niteness conditions mentioned above, and we derive our second main
result. In the concluding section we show that the construction of [13] can also be used
to prove that the property of having a zero element, which is not a Markov property,
is undecidable for the class Clin.
2. Preliminaries
Here we give the basic de'nitions that we will need throughout the paper in order
to establish notation. For background concerning string-rewriting systems and monoid
presentations we refer to the monograph [4].
An alphabet is a set  of symbols or letters. In this paper we will only consider
alphabets that are 'nite. By ∗ we denote the set of all strings over  including
the empty string . The concatenation of two strings u; v∈∗ will simply be writ-
ten as uv. As this operation is associative, ∗ is a monoid under the concatenation
of strings with the identity element . In fact, ∗ is the free monoid generated by
. For a string w∈∗, |w| denotes the length of w, and |w|a denotes the a-length
of w, where a∈, that is, |w|a is the number of occurrences of the letter a in the
string w.
A string-rewriting system on  is a set S of pairs of strings from ∗. We will
consider 'nite as well as in'nite string-rewriting systems. An element of S will usually
be written as ‘→r, and it is called a rewrite rule. By dom(S) and by range(S) we
denote the sets
{‘ ∈ ∗ | ∃r ∈ ∗ : (‘ → r) ∈ S} and {r ∈ ∗ | ∃‘ ∈ ∗ : (‘ → r) ∈ S}
of all left-hand sides and all right-hand sides of rules of S, respectively. The system
S is called left-regular if dom(S) is a regular language.
A string-rewriting system S on  induces several binary relations on ∗. The most
basic one is the single-step reduction relation
→S := {(x‘y; xry) | x; y ∈ ∗; (‘ → r) ∈ S}:
Its reLexive transitive closure →∗S is the reduction relation induced by S. Further, we
are interested in the symmetric closure ↔S of →S and its reLexive transitive closure
↔∗S . The latter is a congruence relation on ∗, and it is called the Thue congruence
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generated by S. By [w]S we denote the congruence class [w]S :={u∈∗ | u↔∗S w}, and
by MS we denote the factor monoid ∗= ↔∗S of the free monoid ∗ by the congruence
↔∗S . As MS is uniquely determined by  and S, the ordered pair (; S) is called a
monoid presentation. In fact, if M is a monoid that is isomorphic to MS , then (; S)
is called a monoid presentation of M . A monoid M is said to be 5nitely presented, if
it has a 'nite monoid presentation.
The word problem for a monoid presentation (; S) is the following decision
problem:
Instance: Two strings u; v∈∗.
Question: Does u↔∗S v hold, that is, do u and v represent the same element of the
monoid MS?
It is well known that there exist 'nite monoid presentations for which the word
problem is undecidable (see, e.g., [4]). Actually, the decidability and even the com-
plexity of the word problem are invariants of 'nitely generated presentations, that is,
if (1; S1) and (2; S2) are two presentations of the same monoid, where 1 and 2
are 'nite alphabets, then the word problem for (1; S1) is decidable if and only if the
word problem for (2; S2) is decidable, and in case of decidability they both have the
same degree of complexity [1]. Thus, we can speak of the decidability and even the
complexity of the word problem for a monoid.
In this paper we will be concerned with those 'nitely presented monoids for which
the word problem is decidable in linear time. By Clin we denote this class of monoids. 2
Thus, if (; S) is an arbitrarily chosen 'nite presentation for a monoid from this class,
then there exist a constant c¿0 and an algorithm (more speci'cally, a multi-tape Turing
machine) that, given two strings u and v from ∗ as input, will correctly determine in
time c ·(|u|+ |v|) whether or not u↔∗S v holds.
Throughout this paper we will be dealing with string-rewriting systems that satisfy
certain restrictions. A string u∈∗ is called reducible mod S, if u→S v holds for some
string v∈∗; otherwise, u is called irreducible mod S. The set of all reducible strings
is denoted by RED(S), and the set of all irreducible strings is denoted by IRR(S).
Obviously, RED(S)=∗ ·dom(S) ·∗ and IRR(S)=∗rRED(S), and so RED(S) and
IRR(S) are regular languages, if S is left-regular or 'nite.
The string-rewriting system S on  is called:
• length-reducing if |‘|¿|r| holds for each rule (‘→r)∈S;
• weight-reducing if there exists a weight function  :→N+ such that  (‘)¿ (r)
holds for each rule (‘→r)∈S, where we extend  to a morphism  :∗→N by
taking  ():=0 and  (wa):= (w) +  (a) for all w∈∗ and a∈;
• noetherian if there is no in'nite reduction sequence w0→S w1→S w2→S : : :;
2 To be more speci'c, we could 'x a countably in'nite alphabet ∞ and de'ne Clin as the set of all
'nite presentations (; S) satisfying the following conditions:
•  is a 'nite subset of ∞,
• S is a 'nite string-rewriting system on , and
• the word problem for (; S) is decidable in linear time.
However, as the complexity of the word problem is an invariant of 'nite presentations, we prefer to consider
Clin as a class of monoids.
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• locally con8uent if, for all u; v; w∈∗, u→S v and u→S w imply that v and w have
a common descendant mod S, that is, v→∗S z and w→∗S z hold for some z∈∗;
• con8uent if, for all u; v; w∈∗, u→∗S v and u→∗S w imply that v and w have a common
descendant mod S; and
• convergent (or complete) if it is noetherian and conLuent.
Finally, two systems S1 and S2 that are de'ned on the same alphabet  are called
equivalent if they generate the same Thue congruence on ∗.
Obviously, the length function |:| is a special weight function, and a weight-reducing
string-rewriting system is certainly noetherian. For a noetherian system the properties
of conLuence and local conLuence are equivalent. Further, if S is convergent, then
each congruence class [w]S contains a unique irreducible string wˆ∈IRR(S), and hence,
in this case the set IRR(S) is a complete set of unique representatives for the monoid
MS , that is, a cross-section. If S is a convergent system such that the relation →S
is eQectively computable, which is certainly the case for a 'nite system S, then the
word problem for the monoid MS can simply be solved by computing the irreducible
descendants uˆ and vˆ of u and v, respectively, and by comparing them. In fact, the word
problem for a 'nite convergent system that is weight-reducing can be solved in this
way in linear time [3].
In general, it is undecidable whether a 'nite string-rewriting system is noetherian
[12]. On the other hand, the system S is noetherian, if it is compatible with an admis-
sible, well-founded partial ordering ¿ on ∗. This means that ‘¿r holds for each rule
(‘→r) of S. Here a partial ordering ¿ on ∗ is called admissible, if u¿v implies
that xuy¿xvy holds for all x; y∈∗, and it is well-founded, if there does not exist any
in'nite strictly decreasing sequence w0¿w1¿w2¿ · · ·.
In order to verify that a string-rewriting system S is conLuent, the critical pairs of
S are considered. These are de'ned as follows. Let (‘1→r1); (‘2→r2)∈S such that
(i) either ‘1=x‘2y for some x; y∈∗,
(ii) or x‘1=‘2y for some x; y∈∗, 0¡|x|¡|‘2|.
Then the pair (r1; xr2y) or (xr1; r2y), respectively, is called a critical pair of S. By
CP(S) we denote the set of all critical pairs of S. A critical pair (p; q)∈CP(S) is
called resolvable if p and q have a common descendant mod S; otherwise, it is called
unresolvable. A noetherian system S is conLuent if and only if all its critical pairs are
resolvable.
If S has an unresolvable critical pair (p; q), then we can simply add the rule (pˆ→ qˆ)
or the rule (qˆ→pˆ) to S in order to resolve this critical pair, where pˆ and qˆ denote
irreducible descendants of p and q, respectively. Of course, it must be ensured that the
extended system is still noetherian. For example, this is easily achieved, if we have an
admissible linear ordering that is well-founded and compatible with S.
Unfortunately, each new rule may lead to new unresolvable critical pairs, and hence,
the process above, which is the basic form of the well-known Knuth–Bendix completion
procedure [14], may not terminate. In fact, given a 'nite string-rewriting system S
and an admissible well-founded linear ordering ¿ as input, this process terminates if
and only if there exists a 'nite system that is convergent, compatible with ¿, and
equivalent to S. In this case such a system is determined. On the other hand, if the
completion procedure does not terminate, then it enumerates an in'nite system that is
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convergent, compatible with ¿, and equivalent to S. In this case there does not exist
a 'nite system that has all these properties.
Finally, a string-rewriting system S is called interreduced if ‘; r∈IRR(Sr {‘→r})
hold for each rule (‘→r)∈S. For each convergent system S there exists an interreduced
convergent system that is equivalent to S and that yields the same normal forms.
In the next sections we will repeatedly make use of the following construction pre-
sented by the 'rst two authors in [13].
Let L be a recursively enumerable language on some 'nite alphabet  such that L
is non-recursive. From a deterministic single-tape Turing machine accepting L and a
string w∈∗, a 'nite presentation (;Tw) of a monoid Nw is obtained in two steps.
First a 'nite presentation (1;T1; w) of a monoid N1; w is constructed, where ⊆1,
and T1; w simulates the computation of the Turing machine on the input w. The system
T1; w does not contain any special rules, that is,  =∈range(T1; w), and there is a distin-
guished letter O∈1r that represents a zero element of the monoid N1; w, that is,
Ox↔∗T1; w O↔∗T1; w xO hold for all strings x∈∗1 . In addition, there are two letters H and
E in 1r such that HE↔∗T1; w O if w∈L, but HE= ∗T1; w O if w =∈L. In the former case
T1; w is equivalent to a 'nite convergent string-rewriting system T∞1; w, which is obtained
by adding 'nitely many rules of the form x→O to T1; w, while in the latter case T1; w
is equivalent to an in'nite convergent system T∞1; w, which is obtained by adding an
in'nite sequence of rules of the form x→O to T1; w. In either case, the normal form of
a string u∈∗1 with respect to T∞1; w can be computed in linear time ([13, Lemma 4.6]).
In a second step the presentation (;Tw) of the monoid Nw is obtained from (1;T1; w)
by taking  :=1∪{"; #; $} and
Tw := T1;w ∪ {"HE# → ; "O# → $} ∪ {x$ → $; $x → $ | x ∈ }:
Here "; #; and $ are three additional letters. It follows that Nw is the trivial monoid,
if w∈L, that is, in this situation Tw is equivalent to the 'nite convergent system
T∞w :={x→ | x∈}. On the other hand, if w =∈L, then N1; w is embedded in Nw by the
identity mapping on ∗1 , Tw is equivalent to the in'nite convergent system
T∞w := T
∞
1;w ∪ {"HE# → ; "O# → $} ∪ {x$ → $; $x → $ | x ∈ }
and the normal form computation mod T∞w can be performed in linear time ([13,
Lemma 5.1]). Thus, whether w∈L holds or not, the word problem of the 'nitely pre-
sented monoids N1; w and Nw is decidable in linear time, that is, N1; w and Nw belong
to the class Clin.
3. Cross-sections
Let M be a monoid that is given through a presentation of the form (; S). A subset
C⊆∗ is called a cross-section of M , if C contains exactly one element of each
congruence class mod S. Here we will establish the following general undecidability
result.
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Theorem 3.1. Let P be an invariant property of 5nitely presented monoids that sat-
is5es the following two conditions:
(1) The trivial monoid has property P.
(2) Any 5nitely presented monoid having property P has a context-free cross-section.
Then it is undecidable in general whether a given 5nitely presented monoid with
linear-time decidable word problem has property P.
Observe that the existence of a context-free cross-section is an invariant property
of 'nitely presented monoids, that is, if (1; S1) and (2; S2) are two 'nite presen-
tations of the same monoid M , then there exists a context-free cross-section C1⊆∗1
if and only if there exists a context-free cross-section C2⊆∗2 . This is a direct con-
sequence of the fact that the class of context-free languages is closed under inverse
morphisms.
Before providing a proof for the theorem above, we state some applications which
can be seen as the main results of this section.
If a monoid M has a 'nite convergent presentation, or if it has a left-regular con-
vergent presentation, then the set of irreducible strings is a regular cross-section for
M . As each regular cross-section is in particular a context-free cross-section, we obtain
the following undecidability results from Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.2. For the class of 5nitely presented monoids with linear-time decidable
word problem the following properties are undecidable in general:
(1) The existence of a context-free cross-section.
(2) The existence of a regular cross-section.
(3) The existence of a left-regular convergent presentation.
(4) The existence of a 5nite convergent presentation.
We want to derive one more consequence of Theorem 3.1. Let (; S) be a monoid
presentation of a monoid M , and let C⊆∗ be a regular language such that C∩[w]S =∅
for all w∈∗. The set C is said to be part of an automatic structure for the presen-
tation (; S), if the following languages L= and La (a∈) are regular:
• L= :={&(u; v) | u; v∈C; u↔∗S v},
• La :={&(u; v) | u; v∈C; ua↔∗S v}.
Here & :∗×∗→∗# is the encoding de'ned by
&(a1 · · · an; b1 · · · bm)
:=


(a1; b1)(a2; b2) · · · (an; bn)(#; bn+1) · · · (#; bm) if n ¡ m;
(a1; b1)(a2; b2) · · · (an; bn) if n = m;
(a1; b1)(a2; b2) · · · (am; bm)(an+1; #) · · · (an; #) if n ¿ m;
and # :=((∪{#})×(∪{#}))r {(#; #)}.
The presentation (; S) is called automatic if there is a regular set C⊆∗ that is
part of an automatic structure for (; S), and the monoid M is called automatic if it
has an automatic presentation. Automatic groups have been studied in detail (see [9]),
while automatic monoids have only recently attracted attention [6,11,24]. The most
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basic result on automatic monoids is the fact that their word problems are decidable
in quadratic time.
If C is part of an automatic structure for (; S), then C contains at least one string
from every congruence class mod S. In fact, it can be shown that there exists a regular
cross-section C1⊆C that is also part of an automatic structure for (; S) [9]. This in
turn implies that each 'nitely generated presentation of the monoid M that is presented
by (; S) has a regular cross-section. Thus, we obtain the following undecidability result
from Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.3. It is undecidable in general whether a 5nitely presented monoid with
linear-time decidable word problem is automatic.
It remains to prove Theorem 3.1. For our proof we will use the following particular
example monoid that we have considered before in [22].
Let ) :={a; b; c; $}, and let
RK := {ba → ab; bc → aca; cc → $} ∪ {x$ → $; $x → $ | x ∈ )}:
By K we denote the monoid presented by ();RK). It is shown in [22, Example 6.4],
that K has the convergent presentation ();R∞K ), where
R∞K := RK ∪ {ancanc → $ | n¿ 1}
and that K does not have a context-free cross-section. Here we will need some addi-
tional properties of K that we now derive.
Lemma 3.4. The word problem for K is decidable in linear time.
Proof. We will show that the normal form wˆ∈IRR(R∞K ) of a string w∈)∗ can be
computed in linear time. This then implies that the word problem for K is decidable
in linear time.
If w contains an occurrence of $, then wˆ=$. This can be checked in linear time. So
now we can assume that w∈{a; b; c}∗. If |w|c=0, then wˆ=a"b#, where " := |w|a and
# := |w|b. Again wˆ can be obtained in linear time.
Finally, assume that w=w1cw2c · · ·wncwn+1, where w1; : : : ; wn+1∈{a; b}∗. Let "i :=
|wi|a and #i := |wi|b, i=1; : : : ; n + 1. If wi= for some 26i6n, then w contains
cwic=cc as a factor, and hence, wˆ=$. Otherwise, let
Sw := a"1+#1ca#1+"2+#2ca#2+"3+#3c · · · ca#n−1+"n+#nca#n+"n+1b#n+1 ;
which is the result of applying the rules ba→ab and bc→aca as long as possible. Of
course, the resulting reduction sequence is of quadratic length, but we can determine Sw
in linear time from w without actually simulating this reduction sequence. Finally, wˆ=$
if there exists an index 1¡i6n such that #i−2 + "i−1¿"i + #i, where we take #0 :=0,
as in this case the rule a#i−1+"i+#i ca#i−1+"i+#i c→$ is applicable to Sw, and otherwise,
wˆ= Sw. Since this condition can be checked in linear time, we see that wˆ can be obtained
in linear time from w.
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The following key lemma, which implies in particular that the monoid K does not
have a context-free cross-section, is proved in [22, Example 6.4], without stating it
formally. Therefore, we just give a short outline of its proof.
Lemma 3.5. Let C⊆)∗ be a context-free language. If C contains a cross-section for
K , then the set C∩[$]RK is in5nite.
Proof. Let C⊆)∗ be a context-free language that contains a cross-section C1 for the
monoid K . We must verify that the intersection C∩[$]RK is in'nite. To this end we
take wn to denote the string
wn := ancan+1can+2can+3can+4c
for each n¿1. As C1 is a cross-section for K , it contains an element pn such that
pn↔∗RK wn. As wn is irreducible mod R∞K , we see that pn →∗R∞K wn, which implies that
pn is of the form
pn = q1cq2cq3cq4cq5c
for some strings q1; : : : ; q5∈{a; b}+, where |q1|=n. As C is a context-free language,
we can apply Ogden’s lemma (see, e.g., [2]) to pn for suTciently large n. We mark
the 'rst n letters of pn, that is, we mark the letters of the pre'x q1. Then pn can be
factored as pn=uvxyz such that:
(1) u, v, and x or x, y, and z each contain at least one marked letter,
(2) vy contains at most n marked letters, and
(3) uvmxymz∈C for all m¿0.
By a detailed case analysis it is shown in [22, Example 6.4] that uvmxymz↔∗RK $ holds
for all m¿2. As by (1) vy =, we see that C∩[$]RK is indeed in'nite.
Let Nw be the 'nitely presented monoid with presentation (;Tw) that is constructed
in [13] (see the end of Section 2).
We assume that )∩={$}, and we de'ne a monoid Kw as the 0-direct product of
K and Nw, that is, Kw is given through the 'nite presentation ()∪;RK;w), where
RK;w := RK ∪ Tw ∪ {-. → .- | . ∈ ) r {$}; - ∈  r {$}}:
As $ serves as a zero for K as well as for Nw, we see that it also is a zero for the
monoid Kw.
Lemma 3.6. (a) If w∈L, then Kw is the trivial monoid.
(b) If w =∈L, then K is embedded into Kw by the identity mapping on )∗.
Proof. (a) Let w∈L. Then Tw is equivalent to the trivial system {x→ | x∈}. This
means that $↔∗Tw , and so $↔∗RK; w . Hence, we obtain .↔∗RK; w  for each .∈)∪,
and so Kw is the trivial monoid.
(b) Let w =∈L. Then Tw is equivalent to the in'nite convergent system T∞w . Further,
RK is equivalent to the in'nite convergent system R∞K . Thus, RK;w is equivalent to the
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in'nite system
R∞K;w := R
∞
K ∪ T∞w ∪ {-. → .- | . ∈ ) r {$}; - ∈  r {$}}:
We claim that this system is convergent, that is, noetherian and conLuent.
Claim 1. The system R∞K;w is noetherian.
Proof. Let R$ :={x$→$; $x→$ | x∈)∪}, and let Rˆ∞K;w :=R∞K;wr R$. The subsystem
R$ is length-reducing, and therewith noetherian. Hence, an in'nite R∞K;w-reduction se-
quence contains in'nitely many applications of rules from the subsystem Rˆ∞K;w. Now
observe that, if w→R$ w1→Rˆ∞K; w w2, then there is some w′1 such that w→Rˆ∞K; w w′1→R$ w2
holds, as no rule of Rˆ∞K;w contains an occurrence of the symbol $ on its left-hand side.
Hence, from an in'nite R∞K;w-reduction sequence we obtain an in'nite Rˆ
∞
K;w-reduction
sequence.
Now assume that the system Rˆ∞K;w is indeed non-noetherian, and that
w0 →Rˆ∞K;w w1 →Rˆ∞K;w · · · →Rˆ∞K;w wi →Rˆ∞K;w wi+1 →Rˆ∞K;w · · ·
is an in'nite sequence of reduction steps mod Rˆ∞K;w. Let /1 denote the projection from
()∪)∗ onto )∗, and let /2 denote the projection from ()∪)∗ onto ∗. Further, for
each i¿0, let ui :=/1(wi) and vi :=/2(wi). Then for each i¿0, one of the following
properties is satis'ed:
(1) ui→Rˆ∞K ui+1 and vi=vi+1 or vi=v
(1)
i v
(2)
i and vi+1=v
(1)
i $v
(2)
i , or
(2) ui=ui+1 or ui=u
(1)
i u
(2)
i and ui+1=u
(1)
i $u
(2)
i and vi→Tˆ∞w vi+1, or
(3) ui=ui+1 and vi=vi+1,
where Rˆ∞K :=R
∞
K r R$ and Tˆ
∞
w :=T
∞
w r R$.
Case (1) includes the two subcases that a rule of Rˆ∞K is used that does or does not
introduce a new occurrence of the symbol $. Analogously, case (2) includes the two
subcases that a rule of Tˆ
∞
w is used that does or does not introduce a new occurrence
of the symbol $. Finally, case (3) corresponds to the situation that wi→Rˆ∞K; w wi+1 is an
application of a commutation rule from the set {-.→.- | .∈)r {$}; -∈r {$}}.
As $ does not occur on the left-hand side of any rule of Rˆ∞K;w, we see that, for each
step u(1)j $u
(2)
j →Rˆ∞K u
(1)
j+1$u
(2)
j+1, there is a corresponding step u
(1)
j u
(2)
j →Rˆ∞K u
(1)
j+1u
(2)
j+1, and for
each step v(1)j $v
(2)
j →Tˆ∞w v
(1)
j+1$v
(2)
j+1, there is a corresponding step v
(1)
j v
(2)
j →Tˆ∞w v
(1)
j+1v
(2)
j+1.
Hence, if case (1) occurs in'nitely many times, then we obtain an in'nite Rˆ∞K -reduction
sequence starting with u0, which contradicts the fact that the system R∞K is noetherian.
Analogously, if case (2) occurs in'nitely many times, then we obtain an in'nite Tˆ
∞
w -
reduction sequence starting from v0, which contradicts the fact that the system T∞w is
noetherian. Thus, from some point on only case (3) occurs, which is impossible as
the set of commutation rules is obviously noetherian as well. Hence, we see that the
system Rˆ∞K;w, and therewith the system R
∞
K;w, is noetherian.
Claim 2. The system R∞K;w is con8uent.
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Proof. As R∞K;w is noetherian, it suTces to verify that all the critical pairs of R
∞
K;w
resolve. As $ is the only letter that ) and  have in common, the critical pairs of
R∞K;w are just the critical pairs of R
∞
K , the critical pairs of T
∞
w , and the critical pairs
that result from overlapping the rules of R∞K and of T
∞
w with the commutation rules.
As R∞K and T
∞
w are convergent, the former critical pairs all resolve, and it is easily
seen that also the latter pairs resolve. Thus, the system R∞K;w is conLuent.
By Claims 1 and 2 the system R∞K;w is convergent. It follows immediately that, for
all u; v∈)∗, u↔∗R∞K v if and only if u↔∗R∞K; w v, that is, K is embedded into Kw by the
identity mapping on )∗.
As above let /1 and /2 denote the projections from ()∪)∗ onto )∗ and ∗,
respectively. If w∈L, then by Lemma 3.6(a) Kw is the trivial monoid, and hence, the
word problem for Kw is decidable in linear time, and the set {} is a (context-free)
cross-section for Kw. To solve the word problem for Kw eTciently for the case that
w =∈L, we will make use of the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that w =∈L, and let x∈()∪)∗. Then the following three state-
ments hold:
(1) x↔∗RK; w /1(x)/2(x).
(2) x↔∗RK; w $ if and only if /1(x)↔∗RK $ or /2(x)↔∗Tw $.
(3) If x↔∗RK; w y for some y∈)∗ such that y= ∗RK $, then /2(x)↔∗Tw .
Proof. (1) As RK;w contains the rules {-.→.- | .∈)r {$}; -∈r {$}}, this state-
ment is obvious for all x satisfying |x|$=0. On the other hand, if |x|$¿0, then also
|/1(x)|$¿0 and |/2(x)|$¿0, and hence, x↔∗RK; w $↔∗RK; w /1(x)/2(x).
(2) If /1(x)↔∗RK $ or /2(x)↔∗Tw $, then by (1) it follows that x↔∗RK; w $. Conversely, if
x↔∗RK; w $, then by (1) /1(x)/2(x)↔∗RK; w $. Hence, we see that /1(x)/2(x)→∗R∞K; w $. Thus,
either /1(x) or /2(x) contains an occurrence of the symbol $, or $ is introduced by an
application of a rule from R∞K or from T
∞
w . In either case it follows that /1(x)→∗R∞K $
or /2(x)→∗T∞w $, that is, /1(x)↔∗RK $ or /2(x)↔∗Tw $ holds.
(3) Assume that x↔∗RK; w y for some y∈)∗ satisfying y = ∗RK $, that is, we can
assume without loss of generality that y∈IRR(R∞K )∩()r {$})∗. Then y is also irre-
ducible mod R∞K;w, and so by (1) /1(x)/2(x)→∗R∞K; w y. As /2(x)∈∗ and $ is the only
letter that belongs to ) as well as to , it follows that /2(x)→∗T∞w , that is, /2(x)↔∗Tw .
✷
Based on Lemma 3.7 we obtain the following result.
Lemma 3.8. The word problem for Kw is decidable in linear time.
Proof. If w∈L, then Kw is the trivial monoid. So let us assume that w =∈L. By
Lemma 3.4 the word problem for K is decidable in linear time, and from [13] we know
that the word problem for Nw is decidable in linear time. Thus, by Lemma 3.7(2) it
is decidable in linear time whether a string w ∈ ()∪)∗ is congruent to $ mod RK;w.
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Now assume that x1; x2∈()∪)∗ are such that neither x1 nor x2 is congruent to
$ mod RK;w. Then neither x1 nor x2 nor any of their descendants mod R∞K;w contain
an occurrence of $. Since x1↔∗RK; w /1(x1)/2(x1) and x2↔∗RK; w /1(x2)/2(x2), we see that
x1↔∗RK; w x2 if and only if /1(x1)/2(x1) and /1(x2)/2(x2) have a common descendant
mod R∞K;w, if and only if /1(x1) and /1(x2) have a common descendant mod R
∞
K and
/2(x1) and /2(x2) have a common descendant mod T∞w , if and only if /1(x1)↔∗RK /1(x2)
and /2(x1)↔∗Tw /2(x2) both hold. Thus, x1↔∗RK; w x2 is decidable in linear time.
We have already noted that the set {} is a cross-section for the monoid Kw,
if w∈L. If w =∈L, then we have the following contrasting result.
Lemma 3.9. If w =∈L, then Kw does not have a context-free cross-section.
Proof. Assume that w =∈L, but that C⊆()∪)∗ is a context-free cross-section for Kw.
Hence, there exists a unique element z∈C such that z↔∗RK; w $. For each string x∈)∗
satisfying x = ∗RK $, we have x=
∗
RK; w $ by Lemma 3.7(2). Hence, there exists some
y∈Cr {z} such that x↔∗RK; w y. From Lemma 3.7(3) it follows that /2(y)↔∗Tw , and
further that /1(y)↔∗RK x. Thus, the context-free language
C1 := /1(C r {z}) ∪ {$}
contains a cross-section for K , which by Lemma 3.5 implies that C1∩[$]RK is in'nite.
Hence, there exists some element v∈Cr {z} such that /1(v)↔∗RK $, and so
v ↔∗RK; w /1(v)/2(v)↔∗RK; w $ ↔∗RK; w z:
This, however, contradicts the assumption that C is a cross-section for Kw.
Combining the technical results above we easily obtain a proof for Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Given a string w, the presentation ()∪;RK;w) of the monoid
Kw can be constructed eQectively. By Lemma 3.8 the word problem for Kw is decidable
in linear time.
If w∈L, then Kw is the trivial monoid (Lemma 3.6(a)), and hence, Kw has property
P. If, however, w =∈L, then Kw does not have a context-free cross-section (Lemma 3.9),
and hence, it does not have property P. Thus, w∈L if and only if Kw has property P.
As chosen above the language L is non-recursive. Thus, it is undecidable whether or
not Kw has property P.
4. The property left-FP3 is undecidable for Clin
In the second part of this paper we will show that various homological and homo-
topical 'niteness conditions are undecidable for the class Clin. Actually, these unde-
cidability results are consequences of the following technical result, where left-FP3 is
a particular homological 'niteness condition (see below).
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Theorem 4.1. Let P be an invariant property of 5nitely presented monoids that
satis5es the following conditions:
(1) Each monoid with a 5nite convergent presentation has property P.
(2) For each 5nitely presented monoid N , if N has property P, then N is left-FP3.
Then it is undecidable in general whether a given 5nitely presented monoid with
linear-time decidable word problem has property P.
Before proving this main result we present the various 'niteness conditions and
describe in short the relationships between them. For more information and a detailed
derivation of this material we refer to the literature (see, e.g., [16,29]).
Let M be a monoid given through a presentation (; S). Then by A we denote the
integral monoid ring ZM of the monoid M .
An abelian group C is called a left A-module, if there exists a left action of A
on C, it is called a right A-module, if there is a right action of A on C, and it
is an A-bimodule, if there are a left action and a right action of A on C such that
(a1c)a2=a1(ca2) holds for all a1; a2∈A and c∈C.
A mapping " :C1→C2, where C1 and C2 are A-modules, is an A-module homomor-
phism if it is compatible with addition and the action(s) of A. A sequence C1
"→C2 #→C3
of such homomorphisms is called exact at C2 if im(")= ker(#) holds. Here im("):=
{c∈C2 | ∃c′∈C1 : "(c′)=c} and ker(#):={c∈C2 | #(c)=0}. Finally, a sequence
C1
"1→C2 "2→· · · "n→Cn+1
is called exact, if it is exact at Ci for all i=2; : : : ; n.
The monoid M is said to be left-FPk (right-FPk) for some integer k¿1, if there exist
'nitely generated free left (right) A-modules Ci and left (right) A-module homomor-
phisms 3i such that the sequence
Ck
3k→Ck−1 3k−1→ : : : 32→C1 31→A 30→Z→ 0
is exact. Here Z is considered as the trivial left (right) A-module, A=ZM is also
considered as a left (right) A-module, and 30 :A→Z is the augmentation map that
maps an arbitrary element of A of the form
∑n
j=1 zjaj (zj∈Z; aj∈M) onto the sum∑n
j=1 zj. The monoid M is left-FP∞ (right-FP∞) if it is left-FPk (right-FPk) for all
k¿1. It has been shown by several authors that a 'nitely presented monoid is left-
and right-FP∞, if it has a 'nite convergent presentation. See [7] for a survey.
With the monoid presentation (; S) an in'nite graph 	(; S) can be associated
that depicts the single-step reduction relation →S on ∗. The vertices of this graph
correspond to the strings from ∗, and its edges correspond to applications of rules of S.
Accordingly, an edge e leading from -(e):=u‘v to .(e):=urv is denoted by (u; ‘; r; v),
where u; v∈∗, (‘→r)∈S∪S−1, and S−1 :={(r→‘) | (‘→r)∈S }, and e−1 :=(u; r;
‘; v) denotes the inverse edge leading from urv back to u‘v (see [29] for the details).
Observe that the free monoid ∗ acts from the left and from the right on this graph
by the operation of concatenation. By P(	(; S)) we denote the set of all paths in this
graph, and by P+(	(; S)) we denote the set of all positive paths, where a path p is
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called positive if it only contains edges of the form (u; ‘; r; v) with (‘→r)∈S. Further,
P(2)(	(; S)) is the set of all pairs of parallel paths, where two paths p; q∈P(	(; S))
are called parallel if they have the same initial vertex and the same terminal vertex,
that is,
P(2)(	(; S)) := {(p; q) |p; q ∈ P(	(; S)); -(p) = -(q); and .(p) = .(q)}:
Of course, the two-sided action of ∗ on 	(; S) carries over to a two-sided action of
∗ on P(	(; S)) and on P(2)(	(; S)).
In [29] Squier studied certain subsets of P(2)(	(; S)) that he called homotopy re-
lations. For each B⊆P(2)(	(; S)), there is a uniquely determined smallest homotopy
relation ∼B ⊆P(2)(	(; S)) that contains B. Now (; S) is said to be of 5nite deriva-
tion type, FDT for short, if P(2)(	(; S)) has a 'nite homotopy base, that is, if there
exists a 'nite set B such that ∼B is all of P(2)(	(; S)). Squier proved that this prop-
erty is actually an invariant of 'nitely presented monoids, and that each monoid with
a 'nite convergent presentation has the property FDT. In fact, he proved that the set of
critical pairs of a convergent system together with the corresponding resolutions yields
a homotopy base for P(2)(	(; S)).
Finally, Pride associated with the monoid presentation (; S) a certain A-bimodule
). Actually ) is the 'rst homology group of a 2-complex D with underlying graph
	(; S). Now (; S) is said to be of 5nite homology type (FHT), if ) is 'nitely gen-
erated as an A-bimodule [25,30]. Again it turned out that this is an invariant of 'nitely
presented monoids. In fact, ) is embedded in the free A-bimodule A ·S ·A generated by
S [10]. Here a set of formal generators {[e] | e∈S} is chosen that is in one-to-one corre-
spondence to the string-rewriting system S, and then A ·S ·A is simply de'ned as the free
abelian group that is generated by the set {a ·[e] ·b | a; b∈M; e∈S} with a left-action
de'ned by c(a ·[e] ·b)=ca ·[e] ·b and a right-action de'ned by (a ·[e] ·b)d=a ·[e] ·bd
for all a; b; c; d∈M and e∈S. The exact de'nition of the A-bimodule ) and a descrip-
tion of the embedding of ) in A ·S ·A can also be found in [16]. Further, it turned out
that a homotopy base B⊆P(2)(	(; S)) yields a set of generators for the A-bimodule
) [25,26]. It follows that (; S) has FHT, if it has FDT [27].
The operation of forming the tensor product Mr⊗AM‘ of a right A-module Mr and
a left A-module M‘ yields an abelian group G :=Mr⊗AM‘. This group is the factor
group of the free abelian group generated by Mr×M‘ with respect to the subgroup
speci'ed by the following equations, where a; a′∈Mr , b; b′∈M‘, and c∈A:
((a+ a′); b) = (a; b) + (a′; b); (a; (b+ b′)) = (a; b) + (a; b′) and
(ac; b) = (a; cb):
Thus, G is uniquely determined by Mr and M‘ up to isomorphisms. If, in addition,
Mr is an A-bimodule, then G inherits the structure of a left A-module, and if M‘ is an
A-bimodule, then G inherits the structure of a right A-module.
As ) is an A-bimodule, and Z is the trivial left (right) A-module, we see that
)(‘) :=)⊗AZ is a left A-module, and )(r) :=Z⊗A) is a right A-module. From the
de'ning equations of the tensor product and the fact that A acts trivially on Z we see
that by forming the tensor product )⊗AZ we simply trivialize the right action of A
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on ), and analogously, by forming the tensor product Z⊗A) we trivialize the left
action of A on ). The embedding of ) in A ·S ·A induces an embedding of )(‘) in
A ·S (of )(r) in S ·A) [16], where A ·S (S ·A) denotes the free left (right) A-module
that is generated by S. Actually these embeddings extend to exact sequences of free
left (right) A-modules of the form
0→ )(‘) → A · S → A ·  → A → Z→ 0;
0→ )(r) → S · A →  · A → A → Z→ 0;
where A · ( ·A) denotes the free left (right) A-module that is generated by  (see,
e.g., [18] for a detailed description of the morphisms A ·S→A ·→A). Hence, we
see that a 'nitely presented monoid M is left-FP3 (right-FP3) if )(‘) ()(r)) is 'nitely
generated as a left (right) A-module. It follows that the property FHT implies the homo-
logical 'niteness conditions left- and right-FP3, as )(‘) and )(r) are 'nitely generated,
if ) is. Actually, it is a consequence of a generalization of Schanuel’s lemma (see,
e.g., [5, p. 193]) that )(‘) ()(r)) is 'nitely generated as a left (right) A-module if M
is left-FP3 (right-FP3), that is, a 'nitely presented monoid M is left-FP3 (right-FP3) if
and only if )(‘) ()(r)) is 'nitely generated as a left (right) A-module.
For future reference we need the mapping @ :P(	(; S))→A ·S that is de'ned as fol-
lows: if p=x1e
”1
1 y1 ◦x2e”22 y2 ◦ · · · ◦xne”nn yn is a path in 	(; S), where n¿1, xi; yi∈∗,
ei∈S, ”i∈{±1}, i=1; : : : ; n, and ◦ denotes the composition of edges and paths, then
@(p) :=
n∑
i=1
”i · Sxi[ei]:
Here [ei] is a formal generator corresponding to the element ei∈S, and Sxi denotes the
element of M that is represented by the string xi.
Let B⊆P(2)(	(; S)) be a homotopy base for P(2)(	(; S)). Then the image of )(‘)
in A ·S is generated by the set {@(p)− @(q) | (p; q)∈B}. Thus, modulo the embedding
of )(‘) in A ·S, this set generates the left A-module )(‘).
For 'nitely presented monoids the relationships between the various 'niteness con-
ditions described above can be summarized by the following implications, where FCP
denotes the property of admitting a 'nite convergent presentation:
FCP ⇒ FDT ⇒ FHT ⇒ left-FP3 and right-FP3
and
FCP ⇒ left-FP∞ ⇒ left-FPn (n¿ 4) ⇒ left-FP3
and
FCP ⇒ right-FP∞ ⇒ right-FPn (n¿ 4) ⇒ right-FP3:
In passing we would like to point out that it is known that apart from the implication
‘FDT ⇒ FHT’ none of the above implications can be reversed (see, e.g., [15]), while
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it is still open whether FHT implies FDT for 'nitely presented monoids. 3 Because of
the implications above Theorem 4.1 yields the following undecidability results, where
part (5) follows by symmetry.
Corollary 4.2. For the class of 5nitely presented monoids with linear-time decidable
word problem the following properties are undecidable in general:
(1) The homological 5niteness conditions left-FP∞ and left-FPn for all n¿3.
(2) The property of having 5nite homology type FHT.
(3) The property of having 5nite derivation type FDT.
(4) The existence of a 5nite convergent presentation.
(5) The homological 5niteness conditions right-FP∞ and right-FPn for all n¿3.
It remains to prove Theorem 4.1. For that we will use the following example monoid
M that is taken from [17,18]. The monoid M is given through the 'nite presentation
(;R), where  :={a; b; c; d; e} and
R := {ab → a; da → ac; ea → ac}:
By choosing the weight 1 for a, b, and c and the weight 2 for d and e, we see that
R is weight-reducing. However, it is not conLuent, as the critical pairs (acb; da) and
(acb; ea), that result from overlapping the rules da→ac and ea→ac with the 'rst rule,
are not resolvable. However, R is equivalent to the in'nite convergent system
R∞ := R ∪ {acnb → acn | n¿1};
which is weight-reducing and left-regular. In the following lemma we summarize the
important properties of this monoid.
Lemma 4.3. The monoid M presented by (;R) has the following properties:
(1) Its word problem is decidable in linear time, in fact, normal forms with respect
to the convergent system R∞ can be computed in linear time.
(2) It is neither left- nor right-FP3.
Proof. In [20] HO’DHunlaing shows how to compute irreducible descendants with respect
to left-regular string-rewriting systems in linear time. He only considers length-reducing
left-regular systems S for which range(S) is 'nite, but it is clear that his construction
works for weight-reducing systems as well. The system R∞ has an in'nite set of right-
hand sides, but as there is a very close correspondence between the left-hand side and
the right-hand side of each rule of R∞, his algorithm is easily adopted to this particular
system.
In [18] it is shown that the monoid M is not left-FP3, and in [16] it is shown that
M is not right-FP3, either.
3 Recently S. Pride and F. Otto have presented an example of a 'nitely presented monoid that is FHT
but not FDT.
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By combining the example monoid M above with the monoid N1; w of [13] we now
provide a proof for Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let (1;T1; w) be the 'nite presentation of the monoid N1; w
constructed in [13] (see the end of Section 2), and let M be the example monoid with
the presentation (;R) considered above. We assume that the alphabets 1 and  are
disjoint. Further, we choose two additional letters "; #, and take : :=∪1∪{"; #}.
We de'ne a 'nitely presented monoid Ew as an extension of the free product M ∗N1; w.
The monoid Ew is given through the presentation (:; Sw), where
Sw := R ∪ T1;w ∪ {"HE# → cb; "O# → c}:
Claim 1. If w∈L, then Sw is equivalent to a 5nite convergent string-rewriting system.
Proof. If w∈L, then the subsystem T1; w of Sw is equivalent to a 'nite convergent
system T∞1; w, and HE↔∗T1; w O. Hence, it is easily seen that the system Sw is equivalent
to the 'nite string-rewriting system
Sˆw := R ∪ T∞1;w ∪ {"O# → c; cb → c}:
The subsystem R∪{cb→c} is weight-reducing and conLuent, as all its critical pairs
resolve. The subsystems T∞1; w and R∪{cb→c} have no letter in common, and as they
both are convergent, their union is convergent, as convergence is a modular property
of string-rewriting systems [21]. Further, the rule "O#→c is the only one involving
the letters " and #. Hence, in any Sˆw-reduction sequence this rule can be used only
a 'nite number of times. Thus, the system Sˆw is noetherian, and as the rule "O#→c
does not overlap with any other rule, we see that the system Sˆw is convergent.
Claim 2. If w∈L, then the word problem for the monoid Ew is decidable in linear
time.
Proof. It suTces to prove that there is an algorithm that, given a string u∈:∗ as
input, determines the normal form of u mod Sˆw in linear time. From [13, Lemma
4.6], we know that the normal form computation mod T∞1; w can be performed in linear
time. Further, the subsystem R1 :=R∪{cb→c} is weight-reducing and conLuent, and
therewith a string v∈∗ can be reduced in linear time to its irreducible descendant
mod R1.
We now compute the normal form of a string u∈:+ mod Sˆw as follows, where we
proceed in three stages:
(1) First each syllable v∈+1 is replaced by its normal form vˆ mod T∞1; w. This step is
performed in linear time. As T∞1; w does not contain any special rules, we have vˆ =
for each of these syllables.
(2) The rule "O#→c is applied as long as possible. Certainly, the number of these
applications is bounded from above by the number |u|". The resulting string is
irreducible mod T∞1; w∪{"O#→c}.
(3) Each syllable x∈+ is reduced to its irreducible descendant xˆ mod R1. Again this
only takes linear time. Further, as R1 contains no special rules either, we have
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xˆ = for each of these syllables. Thus, the resulting string uˆ is irreducible mod Sˆw,
that is, it is the normal form of u mod Sˆw.
As each of the three steps above can be executed in linear time, we see that normal
forms mod Sˆw can be computed in linear time. This in turn implies that the word
problem for the monoid Ew is decidable in linear time.
It follows that the monoid Ew is a member of the class Clin and that it has property
P, whenever the string w belongs to the language L. For the remaining part of the
proof we assume that w does not belong to the language L. In this case the monoid
Ew has the in'nite presentation (:; S∞w ), where
S∞w := R
∞ ∪ T∞1;w ∪ {"HE# → cb; "O# → c}:
Here T∞1; w denotes the in'nite convergent system that is equivalent to T1; w.
Claim 3. The system S∞w is convergent.
Proof. The subsystems R∞ and T∞1; w are both convergent, and they have no letter in
common. Thus, their union is convergent. Further, the rules "HE#→cb and "O#→c
are the only rules containing the letters " and #. Hence, an S∞w -reduction sequence
can only contain a 'nite number of applications of these two rules. As the system
R∞∪T∞1; w is noetherian, it follows that S∞w is noetherian. Finally, as by our assumption
w =∈L, we know from [13] that HE and O are irreducible mod T∞1; w, and hence, the
two rules "HE#→cb and "O#→c do not overlap with any rules from S∞w . Thus, the
system S∞w is convergent.
As the system S∞w contains the system R
∞ as a subsystem, and as no rule from the
diQerence S∞w r R∞ is applicable to a string from ∗, Claim 3 implies in particular
that the monoid M is embedded in the monoid Ew by the identity mapping on ∗.
Next we will show that Claim 2 also holds for the case that w =∈L.
Claim 4. If w =∈L, then the word problem for the monoid Ew is decidable in linear
time.
Proof. From [13, Lemma 4.6], we know that the normal form computation mod T∞1; w
can be performed in linear time, and from Lemma 4.3(1) we see that normal forms
mod R∞ can be computed in linear time. Also the rules "HE#→cb and "O#→c are
the only ones that involve the letters " and #. Hence, we can proceed as in the proof
of Claim 2, that is, given a string u∈:∗, we can determine the normal form of u
mod S∞w in linear time.
Thus, the monoid Ew belongs to the class Clin also in the case that w =∈L. It remains
to prove that in this situation Ew does not have property P. For this it suTces to
establish the following claim.
Claim 5. If w =∈L, then the monoid Ew is not left-FP3.
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Proof. As observed above Ew is presented by the in'nite convergent string-rewriting
system
S∞w = R
∞ ∪ T∞1;w ∪ {"HE# → cb; "O# → c}:
Let 	∞1 :=	(;R
∞), 	∞2 :=	(1;T
∞
1; w), and 	
∞ :=	(:; S∞w ) be the in'nite graphs
that are associated with the presentations (;R∞), (1;T∞1; w), and (:; S
∞
w ), respectively.
Obviously 	∞1 and 	
∞
2 are subgraphs of 	
∞. Further, let 	1 :=	(;R), 	2 :=	(1;
T1; w), and 	 :=	(:; Sw) be the graphs that are associated with the 'nite presentations
(;R), (1;T1; w), and (:; Sw), respectively. Then 	1 and 	2 are subgraphs of 	. As R
and R∞ are equivalent, for each rule (‘; r)∈R∞r R, there is a path p(‘; r)∈P(	1) such
that p(‘; r) leads from ‘ to r. Also T1; w and T∞1; w are equivalent, and so for each rule
(‘; r)∈T∞1; wr T1; w, there is a path p(‘; r)∈P(	2) such that p(‘; r) leads from ‘ to r. By
mapping each vertex v∈:∗ onto itself, by mapping each edge corresponding to a rule
of R∪T1; w onto itself, and by mapping each edge e=(u; ‘; r; v), where u; v∈:∗ and
(‘; r)∈R∞r R or (‘; r)∈T∞1; wr T1; w, onto the path up(‘; r)v, a morphism ’ :	∞→	 of
graphs in the sense of [29] is obtained. Notice that the path up(‘; r)v is simply the path
in 	 that is obtained from the path p(‘; r) by concatenating each vertex and each edge
of p(‘; r) with the string u from the left and with the string v from the right.
By restricting the morphism ’ to the subgraphs 	∞1 and 	
∞
2 , respectively, we obtain
corresponding morphisms ’1 :	∞1 → 	1 and ’2 :	∞2 → 	2.
The critical pairs of S∞w are just those of R
∞, which can be resolved mod R∞, and
those of T∞1; w, which can be resolved mod T
∞
1; w. For each critical pair (e1; e2) of edges
corresponding to a critical pair of R∞, we 'x a pair of positive paths p1; p2∈P+(	∞1 )
such that (e1 ◦p1; e2 ◦p2)∈P(2)(	∞1 ). By C′1 we denote the subset
C′1 := {(e1 ◦ p1; e2 ◦ p2) | (e1; e2) is a critical pair of R∞} ⊆ P(2)(	∞1 ):
Analogously, for each critical pair (e3; e4) of edges corresponding to a critical pair of
T∞1; w, we 'x a pair of positive paths p3; p4∈P+(	∞2 ) such that (e3◦p3; e4◦p4)∈P(2)
(	∞2 ). By C
′
2 we denote the subset
C′2 := {(e3 ◦ p3; e4 ◦ p4) | (e3; e4) is a critical pair of T∞1;w} ⊆ P(2)(	∞2 ):
Then C′1∪C′2 is a homotopy base for 	∞, that is, the only homotopy relation ∼ on
P(	∞) containing C′1∪C′2 is the set P(2)(	∞) itself ([29, Theorem 5.2]). As 	 is a
subgraph of 	∞, it follows from [29, Corollary 3.7] that
B′1 := {(’1(p); ’1(q)) | (p; q) ∈ C′1} ⊆ P(2)(	1)
together with
B′2 := {(’2(p); ’2(q)) | (p; q) ∈ C′2} ⊆ P(2)(	2)
forms a homotopy base for P(2)(	).
Let A1, A2, and A denote the integral monoid rings ZM , ZN1; w, and ZEw, respec-
tively, and let )(‘)1 , )
(‘)
2 , and )
(‘) be the left A1-, A2- and A-modules corresponding
to the monoids M , N1; w, and Ew, respectively. Then
@(B′1) := {@(p)− @(q) | (p; q) ∈ B′1} ⊆ A1 · R
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generates the image of )(‘)1 in A1 ·R,
@(B′2) := {@(p)− @(q) | (p; q) ∈ B′2} ⊆ A2 · T1; w
generates the image of )(‘)2 in A2 ·T1; w, and
@(B′1 ∪ B′2) := {@(p)− @(q) | (p; q) ∈ B′1 ∪ B′2} ⊆ A · Sw
generates the image of )(‘) in A ·Sw.
Now in order to prove Claim 5 by contradiction we assume that the monoid Ew
is left-FP3. As observed before this is equivalent to the assumption that the left A-
module )(‘) is 'nitely generated. Let C be a 'nite set of generators of )(‘). As
@(B′1∪B′2) is also a set of generators of )(‘), each element of C can be expressed as
a 'nite combination of elements of @(B′1∪B′2). Thus, we see that the set of generators
@(B′1∪B′2) contains a 'nite subset that already generates the left A-module )(‘), that is,
there exist 'nite subsets B1 ⊆ @(B′1)⊆A1 ·R and B2⊆@(B′2)⊆A2 ·T1; w such that B1∪B2
generates the left A-module )(‘).
For deriving the intended contradiction we will need the following observation.
Claim 6. For all x∈EwrM and all y∈M , the product xy belongs to EwrM .
Proof. Let x∈:∗ be a string that does not represent an element of the submonoid
M , that is, x is not congruent mod Sw to any string from ∗. Then the normal form
xˆ of x mod S∞w contains letters from 1∪{"; #}, that is, xˆ=x1<x2 for some x1∈:∗,
<∈1∪{"; #}, and x2∈∗.
For y∈∗, the normal form yˆ of y mod S∞w is an element of ∗. Hence, the
product xy is congruent to xˆyˆ=x1<x2yˆ. As the left-hand side of no rule of S∞w contains
occurrences of letters from  as well as from 1∪{"; #}, we see that the normal form
of xy is simply the string x1<x0, where x0 is the irreducible descendant of x2y mod R∞.
It follows that xy is not congruent to any string from ∗, and so it does not represent
an element of the submonoid M of Ew.
The proof of Claim 5 will now be completed by establishing the following claim.
Claim 7. The set B1 generates the left A1-module )
(‘)
1 .
Proof. Let p∈A1 ·R such that p belongs to )(‘)1 . As )(‘)1 is generated by @(B′1), it is
contained in )(‘), which is generated by @(B′1∪B′2). By our assumption the latter is
also generated by B1∪B2. Hence, we see that p can be written as a linear combination
of elements of B1 and B2 in A ·Sw. However, as p∈A1 ·R and B2⊆A2 ·T1; w, and as Sw,
which includes the union R∪T1; w, freely generates the left A-module A ·Sw, it follows
that p is actually contained in the submodule of A ·Sw that is generated by B1. Thus, p
can be written as a 'nite sum p=
∑
m∈Ew
b∈B1
zm; b ·m ·b, where zm; b∈Z, and only 'nitely
many zm; b are not equal to 0. As M⊆Ew, we can decompose this representation of p
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as p=p1 + p2, where
p1 :=
∑
m∈M
b∈B1
zm;b · m · b and p2 :=
∑
m∈EwrM
b∈B1
zm;b · m · b:
As B1⊆A1 ·R, it follows that p1∈A1 ·R. On the other hand, for each m∈EwrM and
each element b∈B1, all the monoid elements occurring in the product m ·b belong to
EwrM by Claim 6. Thus, as p∈A1 ·R and p1∈A1 ·R, it follows that p2=0, that is,
p=p1, which means that p belongs to the submodule of A1 ·R that is generated by
B1. Hence, B1 does indeed generate the left A1-module )
(‘)
1 .
As B1 is a 'nite set, Claim 7 implies that the left A1-module )
(‘)
1 is 'nitely generated.
This in turn means that the monoid M is left-FP3, which contradicts Lemma 4.3(2).
Hence, the monoid Ew is not left-FP3. This completes the proof of Claim 5.
We see from Claims 2 and 4 that the 'nitely presented monoid Ew belongs to the
class Clin, no matter whether or not w belongs to the language L. Further, Claim 1
shows that Ew has property P, if w∈L, and Claim 5 implies that Ew does not have
property P, if w =∈L. As L is non-recursive, this shows that property P is undecidable
for the class Clin, which completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
5. Concluding remarks
In [13] the 'rst two authors have shown that all linear Markov properties are un-
decidable for the class Clin by presenting a construction that allows to carry over
Markov’s undecidability proof from the class of all 'nitely presented monoids to the
class Clin. Here we have used this construction to prove that also many other properties
of monoids that are not known to be (linear) Markov properties are undecidable for
the class Clin. We close this paper by presenting still another undecidability result.
Let Pz denote the property of monoids to have a zero. Obviously, each 'nitely
generated free monoid is an example of a monoid from the class Clin that does not
have a zero, while the presentation (a; z; {az→z; za→z; zz→z}) gives a monoid Mz
from Clin with a zero. If a monoid M given by a presentation (; S) does not have
a zero, then by adding a letter z and the rules za→z and az→z for all a∈∪{z},
we obtain a monoid M ′ with a zero such that M is embedded in M ′ by the identity
mapping on ∗. On the other hand, if a monoid M given by a presentation (; S)
does have a zero, then by forming the free product M ∗ F1 of the monoid M and the
free monoid F1 of rank one we obtain a monoid M ′ without a zero, and again M is
embedded in M ′ by the identity mapping on ∗. Even more, in each of these two
cases M ′ belongs to the class Clin, if M does. Thus, we see that the property Pz is
not a (linear) Markov property, nor is its negation a (linear) Markov property. Hence,
neither the result of [13] nor that of [19] is applicable to this property. Nevertheless,
we can easily derive the following undecidability result.
Theorem 5.1. The property of having a zero is undecidable for the class of 5nitely
presented monoids with linear-time decidable word problem.
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Proof. Let Mz be the aforementioned monoid with a zero from the class Clin. Fur-
ther, let Nw be again the monoid constructed in [13]. We consider the free product
Zw :=Mz ∗Nw. As in the given presentation of Mz no non-empty string is congruent to
the empty string, it can be shown similarly to the proof of Claim 2 (within the proof
of Theorem 4.1) that Zw has word problem decidable in linear time. Thus, Zw belongs
to the class Clin.
If the string w belongs to the language L, then Nw is the trivial monoid, and so Zw
is isomorphic to the monoid Mz, that is, Zw has a zero. On the other hand, if w is
not in L, then Nw is non-trivial, and so Zw is a non-trivial free product, and as such it
does not have a zero. It follows that the property Pz is undecidable for Clin.
The same reasoning applies to the property of having a left-zero and the property
of having a right-zero. Thus, also these properties are undecidable for the class Clin.
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